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Andover Audio Introduces Spinbase
Powered Speaker Base for Turntables

North Andover, MA – October 31, 2019 – Spinbase is a low-profile powered speaker system that flexibly
supports turntables and record players. It is designed for vinyl enthusiasts desiring a compact, yet high-quality
speaker solution to complete their turntable setup, without the complexity and space demands of extra
speakers.
Feedback Elimination Technology
Turntables are sensitive to speaker vibrations, which can cause acoustic feedback – the rumble you hear when
your turntable is too close to speakers. Spinbase uses Isogroove™, an innovative technology originally
developed for Andover’s Model One Record Player, which eliminates feedback. This allows Spinbase to be
placed directly underneath a turntable, serving as both an elegant platform and a wide-range loudspeaker
system, free of noise.
Minimalist Design
Spinbase uses a clean, no-nonsense design that seamlessly matches your favorite turntable. The main control
is a single, large knob, which turns Spinbase on, and allows for fine volume adjustment. Additional bass and
treble controls are placed on the back panel, allowing listeners to custom EQ Spinbase to their desired sound.
A headphone out is provided for quiet listening.
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270˚ Audio System
Traditional turntable/speaker setups create "sweet spots", whereas Spinbase creates a large, balanced
soundstage that fills the room. This is achieved by a clever arrangement of two woofers and two tweeters,
which produce an expansive stereo-image with audio performance that matches smaller bookshelf
speakers. Additionally, Spinbase significantly improves the sound quality, loudness (SPL), and range of a
popular record players.
Wireless Bluetooth 5.0 Connectivity
Users can wirelessly stream music via low-latency Bluetooth 5.0 to Spinbase. You can also connect another
source, such as a wireless streamer or CD player, making Spinbase a complete analog and digital
entertainment system.
Spinbase is available to backers on Kickstarter during the month of November, 2019.
For press inquiries, please contact James DiPaolo (Sales/Marketing) at jdipaolo@andoveraudio.com.
Click here for High-Resolution Images.

About Andover Audio
Since its formation in 2012, Andover Audio has provided its design and manufacturing services to the most recognized brands
in automotive, telecommunications, and high-performance consumer audio. Andover is now focusing its award-winning
approach on its own line of products that artfully blend premium audio technologies with distinctive design. Andover’s first
products begin the company’s plan to become the next full-suite home entertainment company.
The Andover team, led by former Cambridge SoundWorks General Manager Rob Mainiero, is a collection of audio experts and
engineers from an iconic lineup of companies, including Apogee Acoustics, Acoustic Research, Harman, Bose and a/d/s/.
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